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Figure 1 Evolution of Optical Network Control Technology

<<<   Introduction 
With the advent of the AI & VR era, the explosive growth of service data 
brings increasingly more pressure on the bandwidth of the backbone 
network. In addition to service traffic growth, the random, burst and 
variable features of new services result in service management and control 
being more complicated. Service diversity and variability requires transport 
networks that have more flexible bandwidth access capability. This means 
that future transport networks need to provide multi-granularity service 
interfaces, and are able to more easily provide adaptable bandwidth 
for highly dynamic services via intelligent control. At the same time, 
optical networks are still facing certain service expansion problems, for 
example, how to guarantee E�E service performance, including route 
availability, path computation convergence time, path establishment time, 
survivability and resource utilization rate; how to meet the private network 
customization requirements of multiple users while ensuring optical 

transport performance. The intelligent degree of operation and service 
variability of current optical networks are far from adequate to meet the 
customers’ requirements. Network operators are quickly facing huge 
opportunities and rigorous challenges. 
Based on the above conditions, Software-Defined Optical Network (SDON) 
has been receiving significantly more attention from the industry in 
the field of optical network control technology. The SDON architecture 
provides the conversion from tight coupling of control functions and 
transport functions to tight coupling of control functions and operation 
functions and from closed control centered on the connection process to 
open control centered on the networking process. SDON drives optical 
network control application and technology to develop towards a more 
intelligent, virtualized and cloud-base direction.

Major advantages of the SDON technology:
 The SDON solution can effectively eliminate obstacles in interconnecting heterogeneous networks. The booming development of integrated network 

technologies mix different types of services and network resources, forming a heterogeneous network interconnection environment, which makes 
it difficult for the user to implement entire network service control and resource management. By extending related protocols such as the OpenFlow 
protocol, this solution develops object-oriented interactive control interfaces to abstract heterogeneous network information and integrate cross-
layer network control. So that a unified controlled heterogeneous network architecture can be built up between the access networks and core 
networks, data networks and optical networks, and wireline networks and wireless networks. 

 The SDON satisfies the user’s demands for cloud-based network orchestration to achieve “service on demand” and “plug-in-use”, thus ways to use, to 
run and to sell the network device can be more flexible. In addition, users can get the required services faster because they do not need to wait the 
carriers to deploy these services on special devices. 

 The SDON enables virtual management of optical network resources. The virtual management covers all OTN devices. The network resource virtualization 
technology uses the open unified resource management platform to maximize the usage of the network infrastructure resources. The virtual network system 
can effectively and efficiently access and control the network resources perfectly according to the demands of different service applications.

<<<   Analysis of the development trend
So far, the management control technology of the optical network has gradually formed the development trend from network management based on centralized 
manual configurations in the past, distributed control plane (including GMPLS and PCE) at present to centralized SDON in the future, as shown in Figure 1. 
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<<<   Solution Analysis 
The following figure shows the features of the multi-domain SDON technical solution using hierarchical controller architecture. 

Applied extensively in the global market, the OTN/WDM network-based distributed GMPLS control plane technology accomplishes the distributed control 
driven by signaling and policies. The connection-related configuration management functions are separated from the optical network management plane 
and form the GMPLS control plane. The connections can be created, deleted and modified in real time as required. In addition, the optical network control 
plane technology constructs a new optical network architecture in which connections can be created, deleted, and modified dynamically in real time as 
required, meshed topology-based protection and recovery is enabled, and higher survivability is provided. 

But in practice, the GMPLS control plane usually follows a distributed and 
process-oriented design in which the control protocol and controlled 
switching objects are integrated in a closed node device and the 
intelligence capability totally depends on the device, resulting in failures 
to control the entire network. To fix the problem, the PCE technology is 
created to separate path computing and resource distribution from the 
GMPLS control plane. The PCE unifies resource management and route 
control in the entire network to make the network more efficient. 

In the optical network field, extensive experience accumulated by the 
control plane and PCE in network route computing, resource distribution, 
traffic engineering information discovery and synchronization applied 
on multi-layer multi-domain networks is the basis for smooth technical 
evolution of SDN solutions. So the control plane and PCE are critical 
landmarks during the SDN evolution to its next-generation architecture. 
Figure � shows the close relationship between the control plane, PCE 
architecture and SDN controller architecture. 

As the PCE technology has become mature with mass production, China Mobile and MII Transport Institute carried out a multi-OTN domain PCE 
interconnection tests and verifed the optical network PCE centralized control system, coordinative path computing of multi-domain and multi-layer 
PCEs, resource distribution technology, multi-domain service scheduling, and protection recovery. The tests showed that the PCE system is not only the 
technical base of building the next-generation SDN network, but also the baseline of evolving to the next-generation SDN architecture. The signaling and 
automatic discovery functions on the control plane can be migrated gradually to the PCE to enhance the PCE’s management control capability, The optical 
network functions can be more open, and the control interfaces of heterogeneous networks can be unified to build up the entire SDN architecture. 
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Figure� Multi-Domain SDON Solution Using the Hierarchical Controller Architecture

The SDON splits the traditional control plane into two parts: one is functions and service control coupled tightly, including diversified service policies 
and resource configuration protocols; the other is functions and switching control of close coupling, which mainly refers to the control functions for 
node switching. The public services separated from the control plane form a centralized network controller which connects devices downward though 
the interface protocols and serves for a “network operating system” upward. So with all network resources and strong support to the service policies of 
the entire network, the flexibly reconfigurable control plane and integrated control of the packet and optical layers can be implemented, which makes it 
more convenient for service extension and network operation services. The operating system of the SDN architecture, which is the controller forwarding 
platform, uses open and standard application interfaces to help the operators have lower operating costs, new profit models and a more harmonious 
industry chain. So that, the flexibility and extensibility required in the course of bearing services can be soundly satisfied. 

 From top to bottom, the entire architecture consists of 4 layers: APP 
layer, Orchestrator layer, single domain controller layer, and Optical 
Network device layer. 

 The NBI  inter face between the APP appl icat ion layer  and 
Orchestrator mainly uses the Restful interface mechanism. Inheriting 
WEB service architecture, the Restful mechanism is known for 
statelessness, resource-oriented features, simple and highly efficient 
implementation, loose coupling and good scalability. So that, the 

northbound interface NBI is capable of providing the SDON with lots 
of technical features, e.g. open control, programmable and definable 
features. 

 The SBI interface between the single-domain controller layer and 
the Optical Network Device layer should be compatible with WASON 
and the OTN network deployed in the past so the SDON network 
can interconnect the devices on these networks to help the carrier 
implement smooth service upgrade and gradual evolution. 

<<<   Typical Application Scenario
Currently the backbone network consists of two layers: backbone router IP bearer network (IP layer) and backbone optical transport network (optical). 
With little interaction, the two layers run independently for an extensive time. But due to the booming development of the services, the routers on the 
IP layer are now facing the demands for capacity extension and fast service processing. So reducing the network costs and power consumption are 
inevitable now. The existing multi-layer networks can also interconnect with each other via the UNI interface, and cross-layer service processing can be 
implemented too. As shown in Figure 4, interconnection between different layers and domains driven by signaling messages, thus fewer packets will 
be forwarded through the backbone router. But now there are lots new problems, e.g. high growth rate of the Internet services due to the increasing 
development of the data center services, diversified cross-IDC services, large bandwidth demands, rapidly growing traffic and high QOS demands of some 
services. To bear the services between the IDCs in a better way, the transport network should have a more open architecture to satisfy the sudden large-
granularity services. 
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Cloud services definitely will be the mainstream Internet services in the future. Therefore, the cloud service data center interconnects lots of servers 
and storage devices via the communications network, making them coordinate with each other efficiently. Storage and qualified processing of huge 
information thus can be implemented, which becomes the information infrastructure of the cloud service. The operator uses the MAN or backbone 
network between the data centers to provide fast information interconnection between different cities or within one city. But due to the high costs 
and inadequate use of these links, different bandwidth demands of the users with different granularities and inflexible slot allocation, the optical 
interconnection between the data centers becomes a huge challenge, e.g. the extra bandwidth used to back up the data between the data centers on 
a regular basis will be wasted at other times. So the software-defined dynamic bandwidth adjustment between different DCs is required. The operator 
will manage the internal resources (e.g. computing resources and storage resources) of the data centers uniformly in the soft-defined interconnecting 
architecture between different data centers. Then according to the resources status and service granularity of the network, the data center resources and 
network bandwidth resource will be distributed uniformly to provide time scheduling and programmable control.
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Figure 4 SDON Representative Application + Optical Coordination
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<<<   Challenges of Future Technologies
So far although the optical network virtualization, a key technology of the SDON, has already been approved and studied by many vendors and research 
organizations in the industry, it still has lots of technical difficulties. 

 How can it provide scalable, flexible and configurable network services, e.g. how to control end-to-end service interconnection and OVPN crossing 
multiple management domains? How can it provide dynamic interconnection as per the user’s demand, i.e. the BoD service? How can it provide end-
to-end interconnection with low jitter and short latency and high QoS guarantee? How can it provide on-demand bandwidth distribution capability 
(wavelength-level or sub-wavelength level) and controllable time (minutes, hours or days)? How can it realize the coordination between the network 
resources and other important network resources, e.g. CPU, storage and visible display devices; broadcast/multicast capability?

 The second problem is to realize abstract encapsulation of the optical network resources which in other words is to display the resource models of the 
optical network physical layer through mathematical models. In doing so, the physical restrictions of the optical network resources and the transport 
modes should be considered specially, e.g. physical layer losses (e.g. color disperse, PMD and jitter gain )of the optical network differ from other 
networks. How can these optical network physical layer losses be abstracted to the optical network virtual layer?

 Mapping the virtual optical network resources is also a problem. Distribute required physical resources in the course of running the virtual nodes 
and links of the VONS. Design optimized objective functions as per different mapping distribution policies (e.g. load balancing of basic infrastructure 
resources, maximum network currency gains, maximum resource utilization, the most optimized service quality and the maximum number of 
terminal users), optimized mathematical models and algorithms). So that the users' demands for individual networks, performance and benefits can 
be perfectly satisfied. 

The bottlenecks of the optical network virtualization technology mentioned above need to be solved urgently. Although there’s still a long way to go, 
the profits and values brought in by the technology are also inestimable. As the development trend of the SDON technology, ZTE will definitely pay more 
attention to this field. We believe we will achieve big progresses in the coming future. 

<<<   Appendix
Acronym
BoD——Bandwidth on Demand 
IDC——Internet Data Center 
AI——Artificial Intelligence 
DC——Data Center 
GMPLS——General Multi-Protocol Label Switch
OVPN——Optical Virtual Private Network
PCE——Path Computation Element
SDN——Software-Defined Network
SDON——Software-Defined Optical Network
VR——Virtual Reality
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